
Product Manager

Toronto, ON

Product Manager (Reference# 1808)

The product manager is a key member of the tech team to design, build, and operate a new App that addresses our internal and
external customersâ€™ needs. You has the chops to understand how companies deliver value through new platform distribution
models, will be responsible for the customer voice as you work with design, technical and business leaders to set strategy and
define the product in a required timeframe

Responsibilities

Requirementdocumentation
Mind mapping graphdesign
Prototypedesign
Flow chartdesign
Collaborate with developers to convert prototypes to applicationfeatures
Ensure quality of design and delivery in requireddeadlines
Leading consumer research and synthesizing it into new product ideas
Building business cases for new integrations and product concepts
Defining, building towards, and launching MVPs
Establishing product testing plans and build roadmaps
Setting a strategy vision for the API Gateway and related services to increase usage and deliver business results.
Work with enterprise customers to understand their use cases and their existing solutions
Address bottlenecks, provide customer input, anticipate and make tradeoffs and balance the business needs versus
technical constraints.
Partner with multiple teams across multiple locations with varying sets of priorities to ensure a timely delivery of the solution.
Clarify and drive project commitments as well as establish and maintain clear chains of accountability.
Training and outreach to internal support teams as well as external customers.
Define product strategy, develop the roadmap and guide product development based on insight from client services, sales,
clients, the competitive market, industry analysts and business and revenue goals.
Support qualitative and quantitative assessment of proposed roadmap items leading to strong business cases for senior
leadership evaluation.
Think through every aspect of the user experience, integrating usersâ€™ needs in the definition of requirements.
Work cross-functionally to gather business/product requirements, understand user needs, and assist translating these into
clear user stories, complete with acceptance criteria and tied to well-defined epics.
Take ownership of communicating product releases to the organization; including organizing collateral for the marketing and
sales teams.
Maintaining the accuracy of, and expanding, product documentation.

Qualifications

Strong knowledge of productprototyping
Strongability to understand user requirements and convert to clear requirement documentation
Good sense of taste to design user friendly features andproducts
Familiar with product design tools, such as Axure, XMind,Visio
Ability to supervise 20 team members
Ability to focus in a fast paced environment and multitask underpressure
Self-starterand good team player, with the ability to work well both independently and with teams to manage multiple
priorities and to meet deadlines
Excellent written and oral communications
At least 5 years of experience managing products from inception to production
Bachelor's Degree in related field. MBA is preferred.

Job Type: Full-time

Experience:

Product Management: 1 year (Preferred)


